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1. Requirements
PwC require a bespoke solution to allow them to effectively communicate their 
messages to a target demographic of hard to reach, high-quality, diverse 
young people and their influencers within the ‘early careers market’. 

The ‘early careers market’ in Scotland is characterised by: 
• The dynamic availability of career, learning and employment opportunities 

open to young people.
• The dynamic availability of young people to compete for those opportunities. 
• The dynamic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and how it is impacting 

recruitment at PwC based on Infectious Disease and Pandemic Management 
Response plans.

The objectives of Apprenticeships in Scotland is to bridge the barriers in 
accessibility between candidates and opportunities within in this market and 
develop strong early career attachments with young people which enable the 
achievement of the objectives. 
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2. Our Digital Solution
Our solution is to deliver a specialist candidate attraction campaign on behalf 
of PwC, focused exclusively within Scotland’s early careers market. Using 
promoted content, we will deliver a flexible managed campaign to brief, utilising 
our key distribution channels which include: 

• Website Coverage 
Average monthly users: 3,000 
Average monthly website referrals: 250 

• Social Media Support 
Average post reach: 4,500 
Average post engagement: 60

• Mail Distribution 
Subscribers: 8,000 
Average opens: 2,000 
Average clicks: 150

3. Goals & Objectives
Through our digital campaign we will support PwC to:

• Grow a large bank of high quality candidates. 

• Build brand awareness utilising key campaign messages in the early careers 
market in Scotland.

• Effectively engage with hard to reach candidates based on gender balance, 
ethnicity and location through targeted digital marketing.

4. Package
 
Launch and Deliver Campaign Package
The Launch and Deliver Campaign Package is for partners who require 
candidate attraction marketing for specific/planned intake for a set period. 
With a one-off intake, service is for recruiters or media buyers with one-off 
commissions and those seeking to build brand/opportunity awareness in 16-24 
year old’s and their influencers over a planned period.

[see cost breakdown on next page...]
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5. Next Steps
To proceed, PwC is required take the following steps:

1. Accept the proposal or discuss desired changes. 

2. Finalise agreed timeline.

3. Sign contract [to be submitted by Apprenticeships in Scotland]. 

Once these steps have been completed we will begin with a kick off phone 
call to plan the campaign and to ensure all digital media for the campaign is 
underway or received by Apprenticeships in Scotland.

Conditions of Acceptance
All campaigns are accepted conditionally upon being approved, and if not activated any monies paid will be refunded. 
While every effort will be made to insert advertisements at the time specified, no guarantee can or will be given for such 
insertion and no liability will be accepted for omissions or inaccuracies, or for any consequence arising there from, or 
for damage to or loss of any material supplied. The Publishers reserve the right to alter, modify, suspend or cancel any 
advertisements at any time without notice. Advertisements are accepted only on condition that the advertiser warrants 
that the advertisement does not in any way contravene the provisions of The Trade Descriptions Act, 1968, or the 
Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order, 1977, or the Consumer Credit Act, 1974, and complies with the British Code of 
Advertising Practice. This means there must be an employer for each vacancy unless otherwise stated. The placing of an 
order shall be considered as acceptance of these conditions.
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 Unlimited Opportunity Listings      £200
 Featured Opportunity Listing [x1]      £100
 Homepage Background Takeover [rotation]   £75
 Homepage Featured Banner [rotation]     £50
 Homepage Featured News Article      £50
 Sidebar Ad         £25

 Facebook Post/Share [x4]      £100
 Twitter Post/Share [x4]      £100
 Targeted Boosting       £100  

Mail Distribution        £300+vat
 Subscriber Update Feature     £100
 Direct Mailshot [x1]        £200

Monthly Service Item      Monthly Package Cost

Website Coverage      £400+vat

Social Media Support      £300+vat

Launch and Deliver Campaign price is £1,000+vat per month
with added £500+vat setup if the campaign runs less than three months.

Campaigns can be customised based on requirements, however ‘Unlimited 
Opportunity Listings’ are required.


